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On the Convergence of Finite Linear 
Predictors of Stationary Processes 
MOHSEN POURAHMADI 
Northern Illinois University 
Communicated by the Editors 
It is shown that the finite linear least-squares predictor of a multivariate 
stationary process converges to its Kolmogorov-Wiener predictor at an exponential 
rate, provided that the entries of its spectral density matrix are smooth functions. 
Also, the same rate of convergence holds for the partial sums of the 
Kolmogorov-Wiener predictor. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 8, and X:, be the best linear predictor of the future value X, of a 
weakly stationary process {X,; t = 0, + 1, . . . > based on infinite and finite 
past, respectively. The main purpose of this paper is to study the rate of 
convergence of 118, -Xf,((, 118, -gl,n(l, and 1l8,,2 --Xtnll, where 8,,, is 
the nth partial sum of the series representation of X, . These quantities and 
their rates of convergence are not only of independent interest, but also 
they play key roles in the study of asymptotic properties of the estimator of 
the density function of {X,} via autoregressive model fitting and other 
related statistical problems, cf. [2, 63. 
It is well known [ 14, II] that 8, has a formal series representation in the 
time-domain as 
8,- f A,X-,, (1.1) 
IX=0 
where A,,,= -CODm+l; for the notation see Section 2. When this infinite 
series is mean-convergent we have 
(1.2) 
Ilm=n II 
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and with g= /IX, --XIII, ~7~ = 11X, -Xr,J we also have 
(1.3) 
This follows from the definitions of X,, Xl,n, and XT,n, since 
5 llXl-LtlII + f A,X-, 
II m=n II 
Furthermore, with L = sp{ X_ k; Ojks~~-1) and P the orthogonal 
projection onto L we have 
[ 
n-1 
=P c A,X-,+ f A,X-, 
IPI=0 m=n 1 n-1 
A,X-,+P f A,X-, 
WI=” 1 
=&,,+P f A,&,,, , 
??I=” 1 
provided that the series (1.1) is mean-convergent. This and boundedness of 
P imply that 
and, finally, 
ID-:,, - %,,I1 5 
II 
‘f &J-m 
II 
(1.4) 
m=?? 
11% - -G,,ll 5 II%,, -JfT,nll + f AA,,, 
ln=n 
52 (1.5) 
From (1.2)-(1.5) it is evident that the rate of convergence of 
IIC,“=,, A,X-,I\ to zero is of main interest in this work. Of course, if 8, 
does not have a mean-convergent autoregressive representation [lo], this 
quantity does not converge to zero at all; this suggests the type of 
(smoothness) conditions which one may need to impose on {X,} or its 
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spectral density matrix f for obtaining a fast rate of convergence. In this 
paper we confine ourselves to the boundedness condition 
(1.6) 
which is known [14, II] to be sufficient for the mean-convergence of the 
autoregressive representation of 2,. Under this condition we have 
=d~trA,A~~da~trD,D~ 
n n 
and from Theorem 3.1(b) we get 
where 
6,=q-trGG;’ (1.9) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
with 
G=(X,-A?,,&-8,) and G, = (X, - X;,, J’, -X&J, 
denoting the q x q matrix of one-step ahead prediction error based on the 
infinite and finite past, respectively. 
The entire Section 3 is devoted to finding necessary and sufficient 
conditions onfso that 6, = q - tr GG;’ decreases to zero at least exponen- 
tially, cf. Theorems 3.2 and 3.5. These results constitute a multivariate 
generalization of a theorem of Grenander and Rosenblatt [4, Theorem 4; 
5, p. 188-J. The proof in [4, 53 is based on certain properties of orthogonal 
polynomials with respect to f: Since matricial orthogonal polynomials do 
not enjoy all these properties or they are hard to prove, special attempt is 
made to prove the results of Section 3 without alluding to orthogonal 
polynomials. This is done by adopting a multivariate version of a method 
due to Devinatz [3], cf. Theorem 3.1. Devinatz’s proof of the necessity part 
of the result of Grenander and Rosenblatt is also based on orthogonal 
polynomials. We get around this by the simple Lemma 3.3, cf. Theorems 
3.4 and 3.5. 
In Section 4, under the boundedness condition (1.6) and that the entries 
off coincide in (-n, n] with functions which are analytic, we obtain an 
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exponential rate of convergence to zero for 112, -R,J, 112, - Xy,lj, 
118,,, - XQl, and some other quantities which are of interest in time series 
analysis and prediction theory. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space and M = Li(Q, F, P) the Hilbert 
space of all complex-valued random variables on D with zero expectation 
and finite variance. The inner product in M is given by 
(x, Y) = J%v, x, JJEM. 
Following [8], for an integer q 2 1, MY denotes the Cartesian product of 
A4 with itself q times, i.e., the set of all column vectors X=(x,, x2, . . . . xy) 
with xi E M, i = 1, 2, . . . . q. M4 is endowed with a Gramian structure. For X 
and Y in Mq their Gramian is defined to be the q x q matrix 
(X, Y) = [(xi, yj)]zj=, . It is well known that M” is a Hilbert space under 
the inner product 
((X, Y)) = trace(X, Y) 
= f lx,, yj) and normlKll = ,,/?@?fi), 
J=l 
provided the linear combinations are formed with constant matrices as 
their coefficients. 
Throughout this paper, for a q x q matrix A = (a,), tr A = c;=r aii, 
A* = (aji), det A stands for the determinant of A, A -’ for the inverse of A 
when it exists, and llAl[ E= (tr AA ) . * ‘I2 For two q x q matrices A and B, 
A >= B means that A - B 2 0, i.e., A - B is a non-negative definite matrix. 
The q x q identity matrix is denoted by I. Functions will be defined on 
(--n, K] and we identify this interval with the unit circle in the complex 
plane in the natural way. Values of a function f defined on the unit circle 
will be denoted by f(0) instead of f(e”). dm stands for the normalized 
Lebesgue measure on ( -x, n], i.e., dmff?) = d@/2n. For 1 sp 5 co, Lp (H “) 
denotes the usual Lebesgue (Hardy) space of functions on the unit circle. 
Lcxq (H;,,) denotes the space of all q x q matrix-valued functions whose 
entries are in L* (HP). 
In the following we introduce a few concepts which are needed in this 
study. A more complete discussion with proofs can be found in [S, 141. 
Let (X,; t E 2) c Mq be a q-variate weakly stationary stochastic process 
(WSSP) with the spectral density matrix f. The time domain of (X,} is 
defined by sfi{X,: t E Z} = M(X), where sfr{ } stands for the closed linear 
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span of elements of ( > in the metric of M4. The spectral domain 
corresponding to the spectral density matrix f is denoted by L2(f). 
From now on, we assume that the process (A’*} is purely non- 
deterministic and full-rank. This is equivalent to assuming that (Xt} has a 
spectral density f with log det f~ L’ and f = 0@*, where @ E Hi x 4 is an 
outer function with constant term Q0 = G112. We refer to @ as the 
generating function of the process (X,): 
Q(e)= f C,eime (Co=@o=G1’2). (2-l 1 
m=O 
Since CD is analytic with no zeros in the open unit disc, @-’ is analytic and 
denoting its Fourier (Taylor) coefficients by D,, k = 0, 1,2, . . . . we have 
C’(e)= ‘f Dmeime. (2.2) 
With this notation, 
written as 
m=O 
the linear least squares predictor of X, can formally be 
R 1~ -Co f Dm+~Lm (2.3) 
where the infinite series on the right-hand side of (2.3) may not converge in 
the norm of Mq. 
The finite predictor Xf,n can be written as 
n-l 
where A,,, _ 0 I m 5 n - 1, can be found by minimizing the norm 
(2.4) 
n-l 2 
Xl- 1 B,X-, 
m=l 1 
1 
* dm(W 
over all choices of the constant matrices B,. 
Next, we characterize the isomorph of Xtn in the spectral domain. We 
have 
G, = min I PfP* dm, (2.5) 
where the min is taken over all nth-degree matricial polynomials 
P(0) = C;=, P,eimS with PO = Z. If U,(e) = x:X0 Unmeime is the minimizer 
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of (2.5), then U,, can be characterized as the unique nth-degree polynomial 
with U,, = I for which 
I U,fe-i’“edm(tI)=O, 1srnsn. (2.6) 
A different and more useful characterization of U,, is given in the follow- 
ing lemma in terms of the polynomial V,, = G; ‘U,. Note that G;’ exists, 
since G, 2 G and G is invertible whenever {X,} is of full-rank, cf. [8, 
p. 3561. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f = @CD* be the optimal ,firctorization of A and V, as 
before. Then 
(a) min j (I- P@)(Z- P@)* dm =J (I- @,, V,@)(Z- Q0 V,@)* dm = 
I- @,,G; ‘QO, where the min is taken over all the n th degree polynomials 
P(0) = C&=o Pnmeime. 
(b) min j tr(Z- P@)(Z- P@)* dm = j tr(Z- Q0 V,@)(Z- Q0 V,,@)* 
dm=q-trGG;‘. 
(c) min j tr(@-’ - P) f(@-' - P)* dm = S tr(C’ - @,,V,J 
f(@-l-@oV,)*dm=q-trGG;l. 
Prooj (a) Let M, = v{eike@; 0 5 k 5 n} in Lzxg. Then the minimum 
in (a) is attained for some H in M,, if and only if I- H@ is orthogonal to 
M,, cf. [8, p. 3541, or, equivalently, 
I (I- H@)@*eeik@ dm = 0, Osk5n. 
Evidently H = Q0 V, = @*G; l U,, satisfies the above relation. To see this, 
from (2.6) we have that 
G,,= f U,fdm, 
and for k = 0, 
~(Z-H@)@*dm=~@*dm-@OG;‘~U~fdm 
= a0 - t&G, ‘G, = 0; 
for 15 k s n, it is a direct consequence of (2.6). Proof of (b) and (c) follow 
from direct computation and the fact that j V,@ dm = G;‘Go and 
s VJVZ dm=G;‘. Q.E.D. 
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3. RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF S,= q- trGG;-’ 
The next theorem which is a multivariate extension of Theorem 1 in 
Devinatz [3] plays an important role in estimating the rate of convergence 
of 6,. Parts (b) and (c) of this theorem are used in finding rates of 
convergence for the linear predictor and interpolator of {X,}. 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) Zf f- ’ E Li x 4 and H is any matrix-valued 
trigonometric polynomial of degree n with Hz yl, 0 < y -C 00, then 
s,gyA-‘Itr(f-‘-H)f(f-‘-H)*d m, where I > 0 is a constant. 
(b) Zff ZcZ, O<c<co, then 
(c) Zf cZsfsdZ, O<csdd<co, and if S,=C;=,D,eike with 
tr S,,S,* 5 y -C 00 for all n, then 
h+-$j=J~ntr3m3% 
where j\, is the m th Fourier coefficient off- ‘. 
Proof: (a) Let f = @@*, H= P*P, where @ and P are the optimal 
factors off and H, respectively, cf. [8; 12, p. 5041. By using the fact that 
tr AB= tr BA and PP* 2 yZ, we have 
s tr(f-‘- H) f(f-‘- H)* dm 
tr(@*-’ 0-l - P*P)@ @*(@*-‘@-I - P*P) dm = 
A B 
= tr(@-’ - @*P*P)(@*-’ - P*P@) dm 
= tr(@-‘P-’ -@*P*) PP*(p*-l@*-l -PO,) dm 
Ly tr[P@-(@*P*)-l][P@-(@*P*)-l] dm 5 
=y IJP@-(@*P*)-‘112,dm. 
s (3.1) 
(Note that PP* 2 yZ implies that APP*A* 2 yAA* for any q x q matrix A.) 
Let @,, and P, be the constant terms of @ and P, since P@ E HjjXY, 
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it follows that P@- P;‘@;’ is orthogonal to (@*P*)-‘-P,-‘@p,’ 
Therefore, 
LHS of (3.1) 
= y J tr(Z- @oPoP@)(@>,P~@,)-l (I-@,PoP@)* h 
where 1 is the largest eigenvalue of QO Pi@,,, and now the desired result 
follows from Lemma 2.1 (b). 
(b) From Lemma 2.1(c) we have 
where the last inequality follows from the matricial Parseval’s identity, 
cf. [14, I, p. 121 J, 
(c) By the matricial Parseval’s identity we have 
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and 
= l+& 26n L 1 A ’ 
by Lemma 2.1(b). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f 2 cl, 0 CC < co, with entries that coincide in 
(-TX, IT] almost everywhere with functions which are analytic for real 8, then 
42 = OWL OSp<l. 
Proof: Since f 2 ci, the entries of the periodic extension off-’ = (f O) 
are analytic, namely the entries of f-' may be considered as analytic 
functions on the unit circle. Let log w  be any determination of the 
logarithm function and set F(w) = f-'( - i log w) for w  = eis, The analyticity 
of the entries off- * imply that the entries of F can be extended to be 
analytic in an open annulus {z; p < IzI <p-l > with 0 s p < 1. Let 
F(z)= y (f-‘)^ (n)z” 
n= --co 
be the Laurent expansion about zero of F, where (f-‘)^ (n) is the (matrix) 
of Fourier coefficients of F, and 
F,(z)= f (f-‘)^ (n)z” converges for JzJ >p, 
FJz) = f (f-‘)^ (n)Y converges for IzJ <p-l. 
n = 0 
From this it follows that the symmetric partial sums S, of the Fourier 
series off-’ converge uniformly to f-l; now applying Theorem 3.1(a) with 
H=S,, we get 
6,=0 1 tr(f-I)” (k)(f-')^* (k) 
Ikl Ln 1 
=o c i i Ip”(k)l’ . 
Iklhni=lj=l 1 (1) 
Since lpi’(k)/ = O(pk), the desired result follows from (1). Q.E.D. 
By an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and using 
Theorem 2 Cl33 one can obtain a slower rate of convergence for 6, under 
a much weaker differentiability requirement on the entries off, but we do 
not pursue this case here. 
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Next, we prove a multivariate version of the necessity part of the 
theorem of Grenander and Rosenblatt. For a matrix YYE Lf, )( 4, we define a 
norm for Y by 
11 Yll, = f tr( YY*)1/2 dm. 
The following lemma plays an important role in our proof of this result. 
LEMMA 3.3. gf-‘~Li~~, then there exists a positive constant M such 
that 
II ‘VII I 5 MII ‘YII Lq/), for all YE L*(f). 
Proof By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for any YYE L2(f), we 
have 
11 YII, = f tr( YY*)‘12 f 1'zf-1'2 dm 
< = tr Yfl* dm]1’2 [j trf-’ dm]r’2, 
which establishes the lemma with M = [j tr f-’ dm] ‘I*. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem, which is of independent interest, shows that if 6, goes 
to zero suficiently rapidly, then the entries off-’ have summable Fourier 
series [ 31. 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf C,“= , 2”Si12 -C CC and f- ’ E Li x 9, then the entries off- ’ 
have summable Fourier series. 
Proof: We have from Lemma 2.1(c), Lemma 3.3, and the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality that 
l/2 
(5112 = 
n 
[I 
tr(@-l-@,,V,Jf(@-l-@,,Vn)*dm 1 
2 AC’ s tr[(@-’ - QO V,)(@-’ -GO V,,)*]‘/* dm 
2 (Mq)-’ i f lb”--- (cD~V,J,I dm 
i,j=l 
I WC’ i sup I L-4”- (@o f’n)ijl h (01 
i.j=l 120 
2(Mq)-’ i @@)I 
t,,= I 
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for kz n + 1, where (QO V,& denotes the ijth element of @,, V,. Thus we 
have 
n = 1, 2, . ..) i, j= 1, . ..) q 
and summing both sides over n we get 
which implies that the entries of @-’ have summable Fourier series. Hence, 
the same is true off-’ =@*-‘@P1, cf. [7, p. 313. Q.E.D. 
Now we can prove the multivariate version of the necessity part of the 
Grenander and Rosenblatt theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. If 6, = O(p”), 0 5 p < 1, then f has no real zeros and all 
the entries off coincide in (-II, n] almost everywhere with functions which 
are analytic for real 0. 
Proof Since C,“=, 6, < co, it follows from Theorem 3.4 that f 2 cl for 
some constant 0 < c < co. Thus, from Theorem 3.1(b) 
z trDkDzsKpn 
k=n+l 
and this implies that the entries of W ’ and @* - ’ are analytic functions on 
(-A, 711. Hence, the entries off-’ = @*-l@-i are analytic. Now, f-’ can 
have no real zeros since this would contradict the fact that f is in L: x4. 
Thus, f = (f-l)- ’ is analytic with no real zeros. Q.E.D. 
4. RATES OF CONVERGENCE OF FINITE LINEAR PREDICTORS 
In this section by using the results of the previous section we find rates of 
convergence for the finite linear predictors when the process {,Yt} has a 
smooth spectral density function. Here, we confine our attention to the case 
when the entries off satisfy conditions of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let {X,} be q-variate WSSP with spectral density matrix 
f satisfying the boundedness condition (1.6) whose entries coincide in ( - z, z] 
almost everywhere with analytic functions. Then, there exists a p, 0 5 p < 1, 
such that 
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(a) 112, - ~,.,I1 = O(P), IIT1 - XM = Ob”), 1I-f~~ - J%ll = Wp”). 
(b) Q,, -(T = O(p”). 
(c) tr D, D,* = O(p”) and tr C,C,* = O(p”). 
(d) C;=o II~.,-~,II~,=O(P~). 
(e) Ckzo IIG~‘~.,-G~l~,ll~=O(p”). 
Proof: Proofs of (a), (b), and (c) are immediate from Theorem 3.2 and 
(1.2)-(1.9). (d) follows from (a) and the fact that 
which is a consequence of (1.6). 
(e) From Lemma 2.1 (c) and f 2 cl we have 
112 
c - mcj l/2 > 
n = 
[i 
II@-‘-@,V&dm 1 
112 
lIZr-QroKll2,d~ 1 [ 1 
112 
- 2 
trD,Drl: , 
- 
where S, is the nth partial sum of the Fourier series of W’. Therefore, 
1 
l/2 
tr D, 0: + c ~ l/2(3 l/2 n 
- 
and the desired result follows from (1.8), Theorem 3.2, and recalling that 
e. = Co = G’/’ and the form of the coefficients of @-’ and V,. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The results in Theorem 4.1(d) and (e) are of fundamental 
importance in the statistical theory of multiple time series, particularly in 
studying the asymptotic properties of the autoregressive estimator of the 
spectrum, cf. [2, 63. For q = 1, these results or the rate of convergence 
of 112, -X:,(1 is proved by Baxter [l] using a certain inequality and 
convergence equivalence involving SzegG’s orthogonal polynomials. 
Theorem 3.1(c) can be used to find the rate of convergence for the finite 
linear interpolator of (X,}. For this let us assume that all the values of {X,} 
are known, except for the value X0. Then, under the assumption that 
f-‘Eqxq, it is known [9] that the linear least squares interpolator of X0, 
denoted by To, can formally be written as 
go- -3;’ c 3--k&Y (4.1) 
k#O 
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where j), is the kth Fourier coefficient of the matrix f ‘. Sufficient con- 
ditions for the mean convergence of the series in (4.1) are given in [9]. In 
particular, it follows from Theorem 7 of [9] that the boundedness 
condition (1.6) guarantees the convergence of this series. 
Now one can form a finite interpolator for X0, denoted by g,,, and 
defined by 
To,,= -3;’ c f-,x,. 
k= --n 
k#O 
The error in the norm of this approximation is given by 
118,-~0,,t12~d~13~1~~2~ 11 c f-keike~~;~~ 
lkl =-n 
=dll.f;‘li2 c dkf?. 
Ikl z n 
Thus, from Theorem 3.1(c) we have 
IITO - ~o,nll = O(V’h 
and combining this with Theorem 3.2 we get the following 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 we have 
IITO - ~O,Hll = W”), OSp<l. 
A problem which is worthy of study in connection with this work is the 
infinite-dimensional generalization of the results presented here. Presence of 
q in Theorem 3.1 and 6, shows that the method of proof used here is 
intrinsically finite-dimensional. It is of interest to know, e.g., the analogues 
of Theorem 3.1 and 6, in the infinite-dimensional case. 
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